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More than the fourth shore. Geopolitical interests of Fascist Italy in the Mediterranean.  

 

In 1911, when the Italian Army invaded the Ottoman territories of Tripolitania and 
Cyrenaika, the government and nationalist public opinion considered this imperialist 
outreach a “return” to lands that had belonged to Rome.  
The famous Italian poet Giovanni Pascoli solemnely declared, “we are back”, commenting 
that Lybian cities would “see again, after many centuries […] the Roman legions.” With 

such a strong impact to the collective imagination, it was more than natural that Ancient 
Rome would serve as a model, as a promise for Italian advocates of colonial expansion and 
Mediterranean dominance. In the italian imagination Lybia was considered an integrat ion 
of the homeland. Gabriele d’Annunzio, poet of Italian nationalism, celebrated the conquest 
of Lybia as a turning point, able to elevate “the Italy of three seas into the great fatherland 
of four shores.” The obsession of the four shores, the African side, along with the Adriatic, 

the Tyrrhenian and Ionian coast of Italy, was a goal of Italian Imperialism long before the 
rise of Fascism. The liberal Government of Giovanni Giolitti looked at the Mediterranean 
Sea as a natural area of expansion. But in 1911 not only took place the Italian occupation 
of North African territories, but also - as Nicola Labanca has shown - the systematic 
invasion of Dodecanes-Islands near the Turkisch Ottoman coast, in an aggressive act of 
Italy’s fleet units. 

The objectives of Italy’s mediterranean politics didn’t change considerably after the fall of 
1922, when Mussolini and the Fascists got into power. The Ambassador of Germany in 
Rome, Konstantin von Neurath, in a long report to the Minister of Foreign Affairs, in 
December 1924 wrote with great clearness about the plans of Mussolini: “Sein Streben 
ging dahin, das Mittelmeer zu einem mare italiano zu machen. Darin stand ihm Frankreich 
hindernd im Wege, und er begann, sich auf den Kampf mit diesem Gegner vorzubereiten.” 

[…] Würde Frankreich besiegt, “würde Mussolini als Siegesbeute das ganze jetzt 
französische Nordufer Afrikas beanspruchen und ein großes Imperium latinum im 
Mittelmeer zu errichten”. 
Indeed Mussolini, in a famous speech in Milan (November 1th 1936), a few months after 
the genocidal invasion in Ethiopia, made it clear: ”Italy is an Island, rising out of the floods 
of Mediterranean Sea. This sea for Great Britain is only one of its multiple maritime ways, 
only a fast access, on which England can reach faster the borders of its Empire … Whilst the 

Mediterranean sea ist for others a way of traffic (Via), for the Italians it is the Life (Vita).”  

 

My presentation will introduce the main goals and objectives of Italy’s Mediterranean 
politics under fascist rule, showing also the long continuities of the strategic, military and 
imperialist design. 


